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EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
JUNE,2021

From discussions, to presentations
and watching movie together, june
was "experiencing" month
1,517 young people voted for our initiative that was nominated for the

Town-twining is strong instrument that

"Youth Civic Engagement Award"! Proudly we can announce that our

can

initiative was awarded with this special for us award. Furthermore,

between cities from different countries.

we were discussing about "Why study abroad in your neighboring

Municipality of Valandovo is twined city

country?’ with relevant representatives from UKLO and University of

with the Municipality of Trbovjle which was

Western Macedonia. Ms. Ekaterini Bláda - Erasmus+ Institutional

demonstrated

Planning Manager in the University of Western Macedonia, Greece

future steps in the bilateral collaboration

and Ms. Zdravka Mirchevska, Rector's office UKLO, North Macedonia

between North Macedonia and Greece.

presented different opportunities for collaboration and young people
were actively contributed to the discussion from the physical spaces
in Valandovo and Florina.
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EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
JULY,2021

Youth cooperation was focus on the Youth panel of the Prespa
Forum

for

Dialogue.

Our

team

managed

youth

bilateral

cooperation to put in the focus of the Prespa Forum for
Dialogue.
Are you familiarized with the burning issues of young people in
North Macedonia and Greece? During the ‘Youth Discussion on
common challenges between North Macedonia’s and Greek
youth’ we have that the prejudices, stereotypes, unemployment
and youth emigration, brain-drain & gain, deficit of respect for
human rights that exist in both countries are our common issues.

Panel discussion ‘An

Era

of

Uncertainty:

Fake

news

in

a

pandemic world’. During this live streamed panel discussion with
key speakers: Bojan Kordalov, Communicologist-PR and Social
Media Specialist

and Alexandra Voudouri, Foreign & EU affairs

editor/ analyst & special advisor for SA European Service
Network (ESN) we

have opened relevant topic for discussion

between the young people from both countries.
All activities for civic youth engagement involved directly above
than 300 young people and outreached more than 5000 people
through the social media channels
Moreover we have implemented 14 networking meetings with
diverse stake holders from North Macedonia and 7 networking
meetings with diverse stake holders from Greece. This resulted
with provoked interest for networking and direct contribution
for t boosting the youth cooperation.

MY PERSONAL STORY: EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
ANDREJ STOJKOSKI AND Harris Giannopoulos STORIES

ANDREJ STOJKOSKI, NORTH MACEDONIA Harris Giannopoulos, Greece
I can say that since I was born I have been meeting people from

Greetings, my name is Harris and today I’ll talk to you about how

Greece. Every year, our family is spending our vacation on the

I feel moving from Greece to North Macedonia in the city of

Greek coast, so that gave me opportunities to meet a lot of

Skopje. It’s a really interesting city with many places to visit,

people and make a lot of friendships. When I grew up, I have

different cultures and amazing people that will smile to you and

started to go on international projects, where I’ve had a lot of

they will try to make you feel comfortable since you are from a

opportunities, not only to talk and hang out with them but also to

different country. As I lived in Greece I became a free spirit and I

share experiences and good practices, to network and even to

tested my self to the limits and that changed me a lot, after all

work on cooperation and good neighborly relations. After all of

you know how youth is I got heartbroken many people lied to me I

these hang outs and conversations, I’ve realized that we have a

lost friends, friends lost me, I lost my mind I did stuff I shouldn’t

lot of things in common which make these relations even

have done but when I came here something changed in me. I’ve

stronger. In the end, I truly believe that WE, the young people

been in 3 country's so far Tunisia, Turkey and North Macedonia.

from North Macedonia and Greece are the ones who will succeed

I've seen many things we have in common, we all like to go and

to build a better future of the region, as long as WE WORK

drink coffee some people drink hot coffee in the summer, some

TOGETHER.

cold I don’t think it matters what matters is that we could all sit
together for coffee and talk about how we feel instead of caring
about what a guy from the old age did .I think we should all look
for the present after all its called present because it’s a gift lets
all try to enjoy our lives united.

EXPERIENCING COOPERATION
what is next?

[08.2021] | Cooperation under a common rainbow
[08.2021] | Language lessons | info point valandovo
[26-29. 08 2021] | Youth Dialogue in the Balkans [II]:
Greece-North Macedonia and the way forward
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